Modern fractal compression methods are based on iterative function systems (IFS), which was developed by Barnsley [1] and Jacquin [2] . During compression, the algorithm partitions the image into a set of square blocks (domain blocks). After this a new partition is made into smaller range blocks [2] . The domain blocks are generally double the size of range blocks. For every range block the nearest domain block is identified among all domain blocks after applying a set of transformations on the domain blocks. Smaller sized images are obtained by storing the information about these transformations alone. The transforms store the domain number, scaling constant, offset etc. This method of compression is called the partitioned iteration function system (PIFS). This paper explores the use of variable scaling factors for the transformation from domain to the range blocks. This variable factor has been generated using a pseudo-random number generator. The results show comparable ratios of compression and RMS error with PIFS (Partitioned iterated function systems) based fractal compression.
INTRODUCTION
Image compression makes image storage and transmission efficient. Excellent results have been obtained with fractal image compression in the past few years. Barnsley [1] promoted the most important fractal image compression algorithm based on Iterated Function System (IFS) called Partitioned Iterated function systems.
An iterated function system is a collection of contractive affine transformations. A basic theorem in fractal geometry states that each IFS, i.e. each set of contractive affine transformations, defines a unique image what is called fractal [2] . Fractal image compression is the inverse problem. Instead of generating an image from a given formula, the aim in fractal image compression is to find a set of transformations that can represent a given image.
The basic implementation of the PIFS compression method has tiled the image into B x B blocks in the image as the set of range blocks, and all (overlapping) 2B x 2B blocks in the image as the set of domain blocks [2] . The set of transformations applied consists of a spatial contraction, followed by one of the eight square symmetry operations (4 rotations and 4 reflections) followed by a contractive affine transformation on the grayscale value. The domain block is first brought down to the size of the range blocks. Each domain pixel is then multiplied by the scaling factor S and an offset O is added to it to get the corresponding range pixel. The following equation represents the transformation of domain pixels to range pixels.
= * +
equation (1) Where -1<S<1 guarantees contraction. In the above equation R i represents the range pixel and D i represents the domain pixel. Here S and O are so chosen that the RMS error between the domain and the range is a minimum. Search is made on the whole domain pool to identify the closest domain for each range. The union of these mappings defines the image.
Efforts have been made to reduce the search time for the closest domain by reducing the domain space based on polynomial approximation [5] . Spatial correlations [9] in both range and domain pools are utilized to reduce search space. In [10] , mean and variance is used to classify the domain blocks improving the search speed for finding the nearest domain for a range block. Domain blocks can also be searched randomly [11] for every range to improve the speed of encoding. The decompression algorithm is improved by taking an initial seed value [6] other than arbitrary values or zero. If the closeness of the range and domain is not within a limit, quad-tree splitting can be made to reduce the size of range and domains [7] and increase accuracy at the cost of size of compressed image.
In this paper, we will discuss the usage variable scaling factors for transforming the domain pixels to range pixels. In PIFS, the scaling factor S (equation (1)) is a constant for a range-domain pair. These variable scaling factors are generated by the use of a pseudo random generator. 
PIFS METHOD OF FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION
In this section, we will first briefly discuss the method of PIFS [3] compression and decompression. We then investigate the methods of compression using the difference and non-linear methods [8] .
Encoding procedure
The encoding procedure for PIFS: 1. Partitioning of the original image ( Figure 1 ) into N non-overlapping range blocks. 2. Tiling of the image into M (possibly overlapping) domain blocks.
The following procedure is repeated for all range blocks. 1. Choose a range block R i. 2. From all combinations of transformations for domain blocks, based on equation (1), choose the best transformation which minimizes the RMS distance between the range block and domain. When the best pair has been found, only the transform detail for each range is stored. This transformation contains information about the positional description of the domain block D j associated with a given range, the number of rotation operation, scaling (S) and offset (O) parameters.
Decoding procedure
The decoding procedure is as follows:
1. An initial image X ( Figure 2 ) is chosen at random (usually a uniform gray image). A transformed image is created from the following transformation. 2. To get a range block, apply the transformation on its corresponding domain. The domain number is stored in the transformation. 3. When all range blocks are exhausted, the resulting image will contain the transformed version of the starting image. 4. In the next step we will transform the resulting image again starting from step 2.
5. Due to the contractive nature of the mappings, the resulting image will converge towards a final image after a few iterations (Typically 9 iterations are sufficient). 
Randomized PIFS method
In randomized PIFS method, we store image using a pseudo random seed value and offset for every transformation. If the size of a range is 16, then, using the seed, 16 pseudo random numbers are generated in the range 0 to 1. These 16 values are considered to be the scale values for multiplying the domain pixels. A fixed number of different seed values are considered and an optimal seed value is stored along with the offset for every transformation. Different domains are not searched for optimal values of scaling and offset. Instead, only the first domain is considered for all ranges. Hence, it is not required to store the domain number in every transformation.
Transforms
The set of transforms are of the form = * + equation (2) Where R i is the Range value of i th pixel, D i is the Domain value of i th pixel, O is the offset value, s i is the scale value that is a pseudo random number between 0 and 1 (0 < s i < 1) for a particular seed. The values stored for each transform are:
1. Seed for pseudo random generator. 2. Offset which minimizes the RMS error between the range block and domain block. 3. Symmetry. 
Encoding Procedure

Randomized non-linear PIFS
In this case, we compress the image using a power factor instead of scaling factor for every transform [8] . This makes the transforms non-linear.
Transform
The set of transforms are of the form
Where R i is the Range value of i th pixel, D i is the Domain value of i th pixel, O is the offset value, Pi is the power value that is a pseudo random number between 0 and 1 (0 < Pi < 1) for a particular seed. The values stored for each transform are 1. Pseudo-random seed which minimizes the RMS error between the domain and the range. 2. Offset which minimizes the RMS error between the range block and domain block. 3. Symmetry.
Encoding Procedure
The encoding procedure involves 1. Partitioning of the original image into N non-overlapping range blocks {R i }N k=1 2. Selection of a pseudo random seed for the power factor that minimizes the distance between the domain and the range. Repeat the following procedure for all range blocks. a. Choose a range block. b. From all available seeds for generating pseudo random numbers, choose a seed which minimizes the distance between the only domain (first) and the range. c. Store the seed value, symmetry and offset (O) that minimizes the distance between the domain and the range between the compressed (Figure 4 ) and the initial image. 
Decoding Procedure
Difference based Randomized compression
Here difference based compression [8] is implemented using randomized scaling factors using pseudo random generators. Here, the difference between range and domain pixel is scaled. Pseudo random numbers are used for scaling rather than a fixed scaling factor.
Transform
The set of transforms are of the form = + * ( − ) + equation (4) Where R i is the Range value of i th pixel, D i is the Domain value of i th pixel, O is the offset value, s i is the scaling factor that is a pseudo random number between 0 and 1 (0 < s i < 1) for a particular seed.
Encoding Procedure
The encoding procedure involves 1. Partitioning of the original image into N non-overlapping range blocks {R i }N k=1 2. Selection of a pseudo random seed for determining the scaling factors that minimizes the distance between the domain and the range. 3. Storing the initial seed value for image that minimizes the RMS error between the compressed and decompressed image and the initial image. 4. Storing the number of iterations that minimizes the RMS error between the compressed image( Figure 5 ) and the initial image
Repeat the following procedure for all range blocks. a. Choose a range block. b. From all available seeds for generating pseudo random numbers, choose a seed which minimizes the distance between the only domain (first) and the range. c. Store the seed value and offset (O) that minimizes the distance between the domain and the range. = + ( − ) + equation (5) Where R i is the Range value of i th pixel, R n is the Range value of n th pixel, D i is the Domain value of i th pixel, O is the offset value, Pi is the power value that is a pseudo random number between 0 and 1 (0 < Pi < 1) for a particular seed.
Decoding Procedure
Encoding Procedure
The encoding procedure involves 1. Partitioning of the original image into N non-overlapping range blocks {R i }N k=1 . 2. Selection of a pseudo random seed for the power factor that minimizes the distance between the only domain and the range. 3. Storing the initial seed value for image that minimizes the RMS error between the compressed, decompressed image and the initial image. 4. The number of iterations that minimizes the RMS error between the compressed image( Figure 6 ) and the initial image. Table 1 shows the comparison between the different image compression schemes experimented and the different RMS errors associated with them when the image was compressed to 7.81 Kb each from an original image of size 15.6 Kb. 
RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS
Compression can be achieved with randomized techniques. A fixed domain is sufficient to achieve reasonable levels of compression with good accuracy. The compressed images have smaller size when compared to other methods of fractal compression. The space required to address a large number of domains is replaced by a seed value which takes only 8 bits. Improvement in quality is not seen with increase in the number of tried seed values.
